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Abstract: The chemical transformation of carbon dioxide (CO2) not only reduces the amount of carbon
dioxide emitted into the Earth’s atmosphere by humans, but also produces carbon compounds that
can be used as precursors for chemical and fuel production. Herein, a selective catalytic conversion
of carbon dioxide to methanol is achieved by a bifunctional molybdenum disulfide catalyst (MoS2)
with magnesium oxide and nickel and potassium promoters. Molybdenum disulfide prepared by the
supercritical ethanol method has a large specific surface area and presents good catalytic performance
with high methanol selectivity when loaded with potassium (K) and nickel (Ni) promoters. In
addition, the catalysts were evaluated and it was founded that the addition of the K-promoter
improved methanol selectivity. This research provides a new strategy for improved product selectivity
and space–time yield (STY) of methanol in CO2 hydrogenation.
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1. Introduction

As a greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide (CO2) is closely related to the increase in fossil
fuel use for human industry and daily life, as well as climate change, following significant
energy consumption [1]. Although scientific and technological progress has contributed to
an increasing proportion of clean energy in production, fossil fuel resources, such as coal
and oil, play an important role in practical chemical production, and the use of coal and oil
resources release huge amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere [2]. The urgent task
is to reduce the overuse of fossil resources and control carbon dioxide emissions [3]. In ad-
dition, “carbon capture, storage and utilization” are gaining attention, not only for reducing
CO2 emissions, but also to use CO2 as an environmentally friendly carbon resource. This
technology opens up a new field of transformation from “carbon emissions” to “working
carbon”, with important implications for sustainable development [4]. However, it is well
known that carbon dioxide is difficult to use because of its thermodynamic stability and low
chemical potential. As a result, high-energy hydrogen is often required to convert carbon
dioxide into C1 material. In the conversion of various carbon dioxide, hydrogenation is a
recognized and feasible method that contributes to sustainable development [5]. Hydrogen
can be obtained from photocatalytic water decomposition under sunlight and hydrolysis
through electricity generated from renewable energy sources [6]. CO2 can be synthesized
into a wide variety of chemicals, such as alcohols, alkenes, aromatics, etc. [7].

Methanol (CH3OH) is an important chemical fuel. Nowadays, the hydrogenation of
CO2 to methanol has attracted great interest in scientific research. Shih and colleagues [8]
came up with the idea of liquid sunlight, with the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide to
methanol as the primary goal [9]. George Olah [8] proposed that the “methanol econ-
omy” place the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide to methanol and its derivatives at the
theory’s core. Nowadays, methanol is the main raw material of the chemical industry and
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is widely used in processes such as transforming methanol into olefins and aromatics [10].
Hydrogenation of CO2 to methanol is an attractive and potentially profitable route for
“carbon capture, storage and utilization”, reducing CO2 emissions and dependence on fossil
resources [11]. The synthesis of CH3OH from CO2 hydrogenation is the reverse process of
methanol reforming. In order to prevent side reactions, the reaction must be carried out at
a low temperature [12]. The conversion of CO2 to methanol is an exothermic high-pressure
reaction. Increasing pressure and decreasing temperature are beneficial to methanol pro-
duction. However, given the inertness of CO2 and reaction kinetics, temperatures above
240 ◦C are generally appropriate [13].

In recent years, molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)-based catalysts have been extensively
studied in the field of catalytic CO2 reduction due to its high activity and low energy
consumption. Two-dimensional MoS2 has a layered structure, which makes it highly
anisotropic in electronic, chemical, mechanical, dynamic and other forms. Due to its
various advantages in structure and electronic properties, it has great application prospects
in catalytic processes such as hydrodesulfurization, catalytic hydrogenation, synthesis
of alcohol from syngas and water cracking [7,14–16]. Nevertheless, there are still some
limitations in the synthesis of methanol via CO2 hydrogenation, such as difficulty in
CO2 activation and the formation of C1 by-products (CO and CH4). Saito and Anderson
reported that MoS2 was used in CO2 hydrogenation at 350 ◦C, 1 atm, and H2/CO2 = 3.74
in 1981, where CO was the sole product due to the Reverse Water–Gas Shift Reaction
(CO2 + H2→CO + H2O) [17]. A few layers of MoS2 exhibited high catalytic activity for
CO2 hydrogenation, but the major product was methane, frequently with selectivity above
95%, and in some cases, close to 100% [18]. Alkali metals have been widely used to improve
product selectivity over Mo-based catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation. In general, alkalies
can restrain the alkylation reaction by inhibiting the hydrogenation of surface alkyl species
(CxHy*), especially CH4 formation [19]. This would give a higher chance to promote the
formation of alcohols [20]. Several studies have reported that alkalies play the role of
electronic and geometric perspectives in CO2 hydrogenation [21]. Although potassium (K),
as an effective alkali promoter, can enhance the methanol selectivity, it can also reduce the
activity of the catalyst by blocking the surface-active sites [22]. Additionally, acidic support
is more likely to generate hydrocarbons than neutral or alkaline support, while alkaline
support, such as magnesium oxide, can be added to the catalyst to neutralize acidic sites
and reduce the formation of hydrocarbons. In the hydrogenation of CO2 to methanol, it
is difficult to balance catalytic activity and selectivity, which remains a huge challenge.
Therefore, the design of efficient heterogeneous catalysts for methanol production from
CO2 hydrogenation is of great importance [23].

Here, the nickel (Ni)–MoS2/magnesium oxide (MgO) catalyst and x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO
catalyst were prepared by the supercritical one-pot method with molybdenum disulfide as
support and nickel and potassium as promoters, which were used in the hydrogenation
of carbon dioxide to methanol. It was founded that the adding of Ni and K as promoters
could enhance the catalytic performance of the MoS2-based/MgO catalyst, especially CO2
conversion and CH3OH selectivity. Combined with SEM, BET, CO2/H2-TPD and other
characterization techniques, we discuss the influence of catalyst structure on catalytic
performance in order to deeply understand the structure–performance relationship and
provide clues for the rational design of catalysts with controllable product selectivity.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Catalyst Characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) detections were performed to reveal the crystal phases of
MoS2 and x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO (x = 0, 2, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12) catalysts prepared at 400 ◦C.
As shown in Figure 1, the typical characteristic peaks at 14.1◦, 32.9◦, 39.5◦, 44.0◦ and
58.7◦ correspond to the (002), (100), (103), (104) and (110) crystal phases of MoS2 over
0–10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst, indicating that the prepared catalyst contains molyb-
denum disulfide [24]. The diffraction peak of molybdenum disulfide is wide and faint,
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indicating that molybdenum disulfide particles are small and lamellar. However, the
characteristic peak of MoS2 disappears when the content of K is over 11%. In addition,
the diffraction peaks of magnesium oxide and magnesium carbonate were observed on all
catalysts. The related compounds of K are difficult to distinguish in XRD spectra, indicat-
ing that it has high dispersion and low metal loading on the catalyst surface. There are
characteristic peaks of Ni on all catalysts, corresponding to the (111) crystal phases of Ni.
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Figure 1. XRD spectra of MoS2 catalyst to x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst (x = 0, 2, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12).

The BET data of the prepared MoS2 and x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO (x = 0, 2, 6, 9, 10, 11
and 12) catalysts are listed in Table S1. The molybdenum disulfide catalyst prepared by
the supercritical method has a large specific surface area of 160 m2/g, which provides a
larger surface for the loading of subsequent additives. The magnesium oxide carrier was
obtained by calcining magnesium carbonate under 700 ◦C, and its specific surface area
was low. Therefore, the specific surface area of composite catalysts (x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO)
were reduced by using magnesia as the carrier in the one-pot process. Specifically, when
molybdenum disulfide is loaded with nickel oxide, the specific surface area decreases
by nearly half, and when MgO is added, the specific surface area decreases from 83.8 to
6.2 m2/g. After adding 6% K content, the specific surface area of 6% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO
catalyst is further decreased to 4.1 m2/g.

The catalysts were further characterized by SEM micrographs. As seen in Figure 2a, the
prepared MoS2 catalyst is spherical and MoS2 nanocomposites are comparable to lamella
morphology [25]. From 10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst, the prepared MoS2 is a random
stack of many nanosheets (Figure 2b). Furthermore, the petals are similar in shape and
spherical, and the diameter of the petals is between 100 and 300 nanometers. From the
elemental mapping pictures, it can be seen that the Ni/K additive is uniformly distributed
on the 10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst (Figure S1). Nevertheless, it can be observed that
the particles aggregate on the carrier, and the morphology of MoS2 disappears in the SEM
image (Figure 2c) of the 11% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst [26].

In order to further elucidate the structure of the catalyst, transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) analy-
sis were performed (Figure 3). From the MoS2 and 10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst, in
Figure 3(a1,b1), the MoS2 particles showed a long and uniform multilayer structure. How-
ever, no similar phenomena were observed in the 11% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst. Addition-
ally, the HRTEM images of the MoS2 and 10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst (Figure 3(a2,b2))
showed the surface has clear lattice fringes with characteristic lattice spacing of 0.62 nm,
corresponding to the (002) crystal planes of different MoS2 crystals. In addition, clear lattice
streaks of Ni are observed on the 10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst (Figure S2). The SAED
patterns (Figure 3(a3,b3)) also demonstrate the low crystallinity of MoS2. Meanwhile, it is
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difficult to observe the lattice fringes of MoS2 in the 11% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst. This
result was consistent with the XRD characterization, indicating that excessive K content
may disrupt the formation of a multilayered structure of MoS2 particles [27].
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2.2. Catalytic Performance Study

The addition of basic elements (K) is helpful to the selective hydrogenation of carbon
dioxide to prepare methanol, and can improve the adsorption or activation of the carrier
for weakly acidic CO2. The 0% to x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalysts were evaluated for CO2
hydrogenation reaction under the conditions of 5 MPa, H2/CO2 = 3, 5000 mL/(gcat·h)
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and 320 ◦C. As seen in Figure 4, the conversion rate of carbon dioxide gradually increases
from 17.6% in the Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst to 41.2% at 12% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst. In
terms of space–time yield of methanol (STYmethanol), the K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst can
reach 13.3 gmethanolkgcat

−1h−1 in the absence of K content. As the K content increases, the
STYmethanol of x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO increases to a maximum of 19 gmethanolkgcat

−1h−1

at 10%K, and then decreases. As shown in Figure 4c, the methanol selectivity exhibits
a volcanic trend with the increase of K content. When the amount of K added was less
than 6%, the methanol selectivity decreased and the by-products (CO and CH4) increased,
especially CO, demonstrating that a small amount of K might enhance the RWGS reaction
(CO2 + H2→CO + H2O), thereby resulting in the decrease of STYmethanol from 13.25 to
3.09. When K content is 10% K, the 10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst displays the highest
methanol selectivity, approximately 19.9. Furthermore, the CO selectivity decreased from
69.1 to 7.5 as the K content increased. For 2% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst, the selectivity
of methane is approximately 9%, and increasing the proportion of K can be observed to
significantly reduce the selectivity of methane, reaching the lowest 1.16%, which promotes
the formation of methanol in the forward reaction. For methanol synthesis, low methane
selectivity is often required. CH4 is commonly reported as a secondary by-product in the
hydrogenation of carbon dioxide to methanol [3,28–30]. However, less attention has been
paid to CH4 due to its low selectivity (less than 1%), which may lead to the misconception
that it is not important, but this may limit the application of carbon dioxide and green
hydrogen in CH3OH-synthesis plants.
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Figure 4. Changes in CO2 conversion (a), STY of CH3OH (b) and product selectivity (c) of 0% to
12% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst at 320 ◦C. (Reaction conditions: 5 MPa, 320 ◦C, 5000 mL/(gcat·h) and
H2/CO2 = 3:1).

3. Discussion of Structure-Performance Relationship
3.1. H2-TPD and H2-TPR Analysis

To further explore the hydrogenation ability over MoS2-based catalysts, the actual
adsorption behaviors of H2 were examined through an H2-TPD (temperature-programmed
desorption of H2) experiment and presented in Figure 5a. The general desorption hydro-
gen peak is attributed to the strongly attached hydrogen at the MoS2 site in the range
of 450~650 ◦C [31]. As the K content increased, the hydrogen desorption temperature
decreased, suggesting that the hydrogen adsorption capacity was weakened. This result
demonstrated that the adding of K can suppress the adsorption of H2. Meanwhile, it can
be shown that the H2 desorption area of x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst generally increases
with the increase of K content, demonstrating that the higher K content may improve
the CO2 conversion, which was in agreement with the result of catalytic performance.
Additionally, the hydrogen reduction behavior over MoS2-based catalysts was investigated
by the H2-TPR (temperature-programmed reduction of H2) experiment (Figure 5b). The
whole temperature range can be divided into three regions. The low-temperature region
(200–420 ◦C) corresponds to the reversible hydrogen adsorption on MoS2. The middle-
temperature region (420–580 ◦C) is ascribed to the surface S reduction of MoS2, and the
high-temperature region (>580 ◦C) is mainly responsible for the large number of sulfur
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vacancies produced in the bulk of MoS2 [32]. It can be seen that the higher K content can
slightly suppress reduction of H2, which is in accordance with the above H2-TPD results.
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3.2. CO2-TPD and CO-TPD Analysis

The details of CO2 and CO adsorption behavior were obtained by the CO2- and CO-
TPD (temperature-programmed desorption of CO2 and CO) experiment (Figure 6a,b). As
shown in Figure 6a, the CO2 desorption peaks of high temperature are noticeable, and
are designated as the strong CO2 adsorption. With the increase of K content, the CO2
adsorption strength over x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalysts were generally enhanced. In
contrast to the x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalysts, the 10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst shows
the highest temperature of CO2 adsorption, demonstrating that it displays strong basic
sites which is conducive to methanol synthesis [33]. In addition, to further clarify the actual
CO desorption behavior, the CO-TPD experiment was conducted (Figure 6b). All x% K–Ni–
MoS2/MgO catalysts show an obvious CO desorption zone around 350–800 ◦C in CO-TPD
curves (see Figure 6b). Moreover, the desorption zone of high temperature is attributed to
the CO dissociation. In addition, the adsorption temperature of the investigated catalyst
decreases with the increase of K content, suggesting that the CO can be easily dissociated
under higher K content which may enhance the formation of CH4. The above results are
consistent with the catalytic performance.
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3.3. Influence of K and Ni Additives on Catalytic Performance

The mechanism of promoters affecting the activity and selectivity of low alcohol
catalysts is an electronic effect and a structural effect, that is, the promoters interact with
the structure of electrons and active components. In addition, the additives can also play an
auxiliary role in the “misalignment” between the support and the active metal, change the
dispersion of the active ingredient, reduce the coordination number of the active atom, help
form the active center, and then affect the performance of the catalyst [34]. The addition of
promoter Ni to the catalyst shows high hydrogenation activity. When the adsorption of
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H2 molecules on Ni surface is in the process of physical adsorption, it can be converted
into chemical adsorption, as long as a little activation energy is provided. In addition, Ni
has a good selectivity for CO2, which has a good role in promoting the hydrogenation of
carbon dioxide to methanol. As shown Table S2, the MoS2 catalyst produces a large amount
of methane in the CO2 hydrogenation reaction, which is unfavorable for the synthesis
of methanol (methanol selectivity, approximately 1%). After addition of auxiliary Ni,
the selectivity of methane was reduced and the selectivity of methanol was enhanced
over Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst. Alkali metal K can improve the anti-carbon deposition
ability of the catalyst by alkali doping, which is conducive to the uniform distribution
of active components, and can also increase the specific surface area of the catalyst and
inhibit internal diffusion control. Therefore, adding K to the catalyst has a good catalytic
effect. The catalytic performance results of 0% to 10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst at 320 ◦C
was confirmed.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Reagents

Ammonium molybdate ((NH4)6Mo7O24), carbon disulfide and nickel acetate were
purchased from Tianjin Fuyu Fine Chemical Co., Ltd. (Tianjin, China), Kaida Chemical
Plant Co., Ltd. (Baoji, China) and Aladdin Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China), respectively.

4.2. Catalyst Preparation

Preparation of MgO. First, a 2 mol/L magnesium nitrate solution and a 2 mol/L
potassium carbonate solution were prepared. The above two solutions were added in
parallel by using a peristaltic pump to precipitate, and then were aged in a 70 ◦C water
bath for 2 h after precipitation. Finally, the resulting precipitates were calcined in a tubular
furnace under nitrogen atmosphere at 700 ◦C to obtain MgO.

Preparation of Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst. A 4.398 g ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate
was dissolved in 20 mL deionized water to form a homogeneous solution. The above
homogeneous solution, 15 mL CS2, 2 g MgO and 1.476 g nickel were acetated in the high-
temperature reactor; the gas was added in the reactor with 2 MPa pressure Ar atmosphere
and maintained at 400 ◦C for 4 h. The catalyst was prepared by alkaline washing with
sodium hydroxide solution and stirred in a 60 ◦C water bath for three hours. It was then
centrifuged 3–5 times and alternated with water and ethanol until the pH was 7–8. The
catalyst was dried at 90 ◦C; the dried catalyst was then placed in the tube furnace and
activated by hydrogen for 3 h at 300 ◦C with an activation temperature rise rate of 2 ◦C/min.
Then, the activated catalyst was obtained.

Preparation of x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst. The Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst was
weighed at 3 g. Different masses of anhydrous potassium carbonate were weighed and
added to the appropriate amount of deionized water to form a homogeneous solution. The
homogeneous solution and the Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst were mixed and stirred continu-
ously for 5–10 min. The stirred catalyst was placed into a blast-drying oven for overnight
drying at 90 ◦C. Following that, the dried catalyst was placed into the tube furnace and
activated by hydrogen for 3 h at 300 ◦C with an activation temperature rise rate of 2 ◦C/min.
Then, the activated x% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst was obtained.

4.3. Characterization

The specific surface area and porosity of the samples were analyzed by the Autosor-
biQMP low-temperature nitrogen adsorption instrument. The surface morphology of the
samples was investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Fena World Corpora-
tion Quanta 250). An X-ray diffractometer (XRD) was used to determine the fabricated
materials’ crystalline structure (scanning range of 5–90◦), with an operating voltage of
40 kV and an operating current of 40 mA. Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) and
desorption (TPD) of the catalysts were tested by a Micromeritics Chemisorb 2720 TPD/TPR
apparatus. H2-TPD experiments were performed using TCD on a Micromeritics Chemisorb
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2720. Briefly, 100 mg samples were reduced in a 10 H2/Ar flow at 400 ◦C for 3 h and then
cooled to 50 ◦C in an Ar flow. The sample was then saturated with pure H2 at 50 ◦C at
50 mL/min for 1 h, followed by the removal of physically adsorbed H2 molecules by argon
flow for 1 h. Subsequently, argon gas was flowing at 50 mL/min and the heating rate
was 10 ◦C/min at 50~900 ◦C. Finally, the desorption spectra of the samples were detected
by a quadrupole mass spectrometer, performing continuous tracking and recording of
MS signals (CO/H2/CO2, m/z = 28/2/44). H2-TPR experiments were performed on a
Micromeritics Chemisorb 2720 containing TCD. The samples were first pretreated in argon
at 350 ◦C for 1 h to remove adsorbed moisture and impurities. After cooling to 50 ◦C, a
reducing gas (10% H2/Ar) was introduced at a flow rate of 50 mL/min. The signal of
hydrogen consumption at 50~900 ◦C was recorded by TCD. CO2 temperature-programmed
desorption (CO2-TPD) was performed in a quartz U-tube reactor, using a 100 mg powder
catalyst. Prior to measurement, the sample was pretreated in an N2 flow (40 mL/min)
at 500 ◦C for 1 h. After the reactor was cooled to 30 ◦C, a flow of CO2/N2 mixed gas
(V(CO2)/V(N2) = 50/50, 40 mL/min) was passed through the sample for 0.5 h to achieve
the adsorption equilibrium. After 1 h of He flush (30 mL/min) at 100 ◦C, the sample was
heated (10 ◦C/min) up to 900 ◦C under flowing He (30 mL/min). CO-TPD studies were
performed in a conventional atmospheric pressure quartz flow reactor with He (40 mL/min)
as the carrier gas. The sample was pretreated in the same way as for CO2-TPD, then purged
with He until the baseline was steady. Then, the TPD test was conducted by increasing the
temperature to 900 ◦C at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min. The microstructure of the catalyst
was observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on a JEM-2100.

4.4. Catalyst Evaluation

One g of catalyst was loaded into the constant temperature zone of the reactor, and
10% H2/N2 at 5 L/h passed to reduce it for 3 h at 300 ◦C under normal pressure. After
cooling to room temperature, the atmosphere was converted into H2/CO2 = 3:1, pressurized
to 5 MPa, and heated to the required reaction temperature at a gas flow rate of 5 L/h. All
data points were collected 24 h after venting, the reaction tail gas was sent to Beifen Gas
Chromatography for continuous detection, and the alcohol and water phase products were
collected through a cold trap. The mass balance and carbon balance were calculated and
kept between 98% and102%.

For the analysis of raw gas and tail gas by gas chromatography, H2, CO, CH4 and
CO2 were separated by carbon molecular sieve column with nitrogen as carrier gas, and
detected by TCD. The hydrocarbons in the tail gas were separated by the modified Al2O3
column, in which argon was used as carrier gas and hydrogen FID was used for detection.
Shimazu gas chromatography was used to detect the products of alcohol water phase, in
which nitrogen was used as carrier gas.

The CO2 conversion rate and product selectivity were calculated using Equations (1)–(4).
The CO2 conversion rate is expressed as Conv.CO2 , the selectivity of products CO, CH4,
CH3OH is expressed as Sel.CO, Sel.CH4 , Sel.CH3OH . ACO2,in , ACO2,out , AN2,in and AN2,out are
the peak area of CO2 and N2 signals at the inlet and tail. The fCO2 and fN2 are the correction
factor for CO2 and N2. ACO,out and fCO are the correction coefficients of exhaust signal
response area and CO in turn. nCH4,out and nCH3OH,out represent the molar concentrations
of CH4 and CH3OH tail gas, respectively. nco2,in and nco2,out are the number of moles of
CO2 inlet and exhaust gas [27].

Conv.CO2 =

ACO2,in fCO2
AN2,infN2

−
ACO2,out fCO2

AN2,outfN2
ACO2,in fCO2

AN2,infN2

×100% (1)

Sel.CO =

ACO,out fCO
AN2,outfN2

ACO2,in fCO2
AN2,infN2

−
ACO2,out fCO2

AN2,outfN2

×100% (2)
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Sel.CH4 =
nCH4,out

nCO2,in − nCO2,out
×100% (3)

Sel.CH3OH =
nCH3OH,out

nCO2,in − nCO2,out
×100% (4)

In addition, the space–time yield (STY) of CH3OH was calculated according to the
following Equation (5):

STY =
FCO2MCH3OHYCH3OH

VmWCat.
(5)

where FCO2 is the volumetric flow rate of CO2, MCH3OH is the molecular weight of CH3OH,
Vm is the molar volume of ideal gas under standard condition (22.414 L/mol), WCat. is the
mass of catalyst, and YCH3OH is the yield of CH3OH.

5. Conclusions

MoS2 catalyst prepared by the supercritical method has a large specific surface area,
and the MoS2/MgO catalyst prepared by this method has a strong bond-breaking ability
for carbon dioxide, as well as a good regularity in the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide to
methanol. Compared with the MoS2 catalyst, the MoS2/MgO catalysts after the adding of
K and Ni promoter displayed a higher conversion rate of carbon dioxide and the selectivity
of methanol. As the K content increased, the space–time yield of methanol and methanol
selectivity exhibited a volcanic trend. When K was 10%, the selectivity of methanol and
STYmethanol was up to 19.93% and 19 gmethanolkgcat

−1h−1, respectively. Meanwhile, the
methane selectivity showed inverted volcanic changes, reaching its lowest (1.1) at 10%
of K content. Combining the H2/CO2/CO-TPD and the H2-TPR characterization, the
K and Ni promoter affect the adsorption behavior, thereby improving catalytic perfor-
mance of MoS2/MgO catalysts. This provides important basic research for the subsequent
modification of catalysts.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/catal13071030/s1, Figure S1: Elemental mapping of the 10% K–
Ni–MoS2/MgO catalyst. Figure S2: The Ni HRTEM images of the 10% K–Ni–MoS2/MgO catalysts.
Table S1: BET data of each catalyst. Table S2: Catalytic performance data of MoS2 catalyst.
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